The first chapter is on orthography and starts by explaining that the Ottomans used seven writing styles and describing the types of texts these writing styles were commonly preferred for.
The chapter also contains a table of the Arabic letters in the aforementioned script varieties with their "valeur". The table shows the principal transliteration system for the consonants that Holdermann used throughout the book together with its exceptions and variants, which we will explain below in more details.
The dialogues are taken from everyday life and make a lively and authentic impression. The language data thus represents, or at least, aims at representing, the spoken language of the time realistically. The fact that he gives the elements of the spoken language of the time and at the same time provides a Latin transcription of the Ottoman texts in the French sound system makes the material quite useful for investigating the development of the Ottoman language during the early18th century.
There are, however, some drawbacks related to the originality and reliability of the Ottoman material in the Grammaire turque -problems that are more generally seen with Ottoman texts written by non-native speakers in various non-Arabic scripts.
One problem is that we usually have no or very little, and mostly unreliable information on the degree of linguistic knowledge of the authors in question. With the grammar book concerning us here, we cannot even be sure who the author really was. Although the question of linguistic competence of the author in these books has been discussed before, 2 it must, of course, be dealt with separately in each case. Kissling (1968) , in his remarks concerning the evaluation of Georgievits' language material from the 16th century, raises concerns about the value of such materials as a basis for an investigation into the historical development of Ottoman Turkish. He especially stresses the fact that in most cases we do not know anything about possible sources of the language material, i.e. informants and providers of texts used in these books.
A second problem is the question of how the native tongue of the writer and its orthographic system at the time the text in question was established influenced his ability to interpret and transliterate or transcribe Turkish sounds; this will be especially problematic when the linguistic competence of the author in Ottoman Turkish was insufficient. How does a certain speaker evaluate a Turkish sound that is not present in his native tongue or in any other language he might know? And, in a case like this, how does he transcribe or transliterate such a sound? How he transcribes or transliterates is also an important question. The materials from a writer who does not use any written Ottoman texts, or even who is unable to read the Arabic script, might be very different from those from a writer who is able to read Ottoman in Arabic script.
A third problem connected with Holdermann's book has to do with his sources. He states in his preface that he is familiar with Meninski's grammar 3 but finds it too complex for beginners and thus has for his purpose "on a ramassé le plus succinctement les regles & applani les difficultes..." (Holdermann 1730: 4) . He consequently leaves out all parts of Meninski's grammar that concern features of Arabic and Persian elements and makes extensive use of the rest, albeit skipping most of the variants given by Meninski. Holdermann's grammatical sketch is thus a heavily reduced version of Meninski's, down to most of the examples.
It should be mentioned that Meninski either did not fully comprehended the system of syllable harmony in Turkish or did not want to get into it in his grammar. He thus often -and especially with words containing back vowels -gives palatal suffixes as variants of the examples, as illustrated in Table 1 . Holdermann uses the same examples, but quite consistently only gives the suffixes with front vowels in the grammatical part. The picture is different in the idioms and the dialogue, to which I will return. Before going into the details of the dialogues I shall summarize the principles of Holdermann's transcription system. He states that his system aims to come as close as possible to the Turkish pronunciation, while using French characters (see footnote 1). The system works smoothly with those phonemes that are the same or very similar in both languages, but some Turkish phonemes, of course, do not exist in French. These may be difficult to evaluate and one must also decide how to represent a phoneme that does not exist in the metalanguage. In Chapter 3 Holdermann (1730: 3-4) makes some cursory remarks on the pronunciation of some of the Arabic graphemes together with a few remarks on the changes they can undergo when suffixes are attached.
The main problem with the vowels -as is in many texts in non-Arabic script written by non-native speakers -is the high unrounded back vowel /ï/. Neither French nor German has this sound; the closest pronunciation might be that of German unstressed e.
Holdermann uses <y> in a very consistent manner to represent /ï/ in the first syllable. For /ï/ in non-first syllables he uses <y> or <i> in a rather unsystematic way.
The use of the grapheme <y> for /ï/ might well be taken over from Meninski, whose Turkish grammar from 1680 was more than just a source of inspiration. Meninski himself came from the Lorraine but lived in Poland since he was 23 years old, so he probably used <y> for the back unrounded high vowel because it was closest to the Polish central /i/, which is written with the letter <y>. In his description of the value of the letter <y> Meninski states that it was pronounced between i and e mentioning its resemblance to the Polish <y> (Meninski 2000: 4:5) .
Another grammar book printed in Istanbul is Élémens de la langue turque by the French Lazarist Pierre-François Viguier. 4 The book was printed in 1790, 60 years after Holdermann's, and was the outcome of Viguier's seven-year stay in Istanbul. He uses an <e> grapheme to indicate the same phoneme characterizing it as "e muet", a silent e close to a muffled i (Viguier 1790: 42) . Contrary to Holdermann and Meninski he uses <e> consistently both in the first and following syllables.
The phoneme /e/ is represented in Holdermann by <e> or <é> in syllable-final position. This is most certainly because for a French reader a syllable final <e> grapheme without acute accent would be silent. Viguier uses the letter <è> with the grave accent instead because he has reserved <e> for the unrounded high back vowel /ï/.
All other vowels are not problematic; front rounded vowels are written with umlaut-signs by Meninski, while Holdermann and Viguier use the French system. 
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The rendition of most of the consonants does not present problems, and therefore I will not discuss them here. There are, however, some graphemic peculiarities of minor importance. Meninski used signs from the Polish alphabet for some consonants and Holdermann did not follow him in this regard, most probably because Holdermann's audience was linguistically French. Instead he used combinations that exist in French like <ch> and <che> for /š/, e.g. <iche> for /iš/. When no such grapheme was available he used combinations that are comparatively more easily interpretable. different combinations: the plain <tch> with all vowels except /o/; the combination <tchi> with /o/, and one time /u/; and <tche> at the end of the syllable. Accordingly,
The voiced affricate / / is written <dg> before e and i, <dgi> before all other vowels, and <dge> at the end of the syllable, e.g. <dgem> for / / (p. 134) <andgiak> for /an / (p. 147), <touroundge> for /turun / (p. 157).
Holdermann differentiated in writing between a front and a back voiced velar stop. Thus /g/ is written as <gu> before all front vowels except /ü/ and as <g> before /ü/ or consonants while -ference in the Arabic script between the front and back voiced velar stop is reflected in the Latinized forms, however, the digraph <gu> before front vowels prevents it from being interpreted as voiced post-alveolar fricative by the French speaking second-language learners of Ottoman. Note that both Holdermann and Viguier still had the form gendi 'self' with voiced initial plosive for kendi of modern Turkish. They thus transcribe <guendi> and <guièndi> respectively for . Holdermann did not, however, differentiate in writing between back and front unvoiced both are written with <k>. In Arabic/Persian loans where a kef is followed by a back vowel he uses the combination <ki>, which indicates palatalization of /k/. and its pronunciation comes nearest to a voiced velar stop. Holdermann (1730: 4) remarks on the pronunciation of the letter : "ghain se prononce un peu plus rudement que nôtre, g, lors qu'il est suivi des voyelles, a, o, u". The remainders of /G/ between vowels and in syllable-final position written in Arabic script with < > in front syllables and with < > in back syllables are transcribed in various ways: 1. In words with front vowels, in most cases with <g>/<gu> but sometimes with <ï>/<i>. 6 The inconsistent writing in some words, e.g. <duiun> (p. 4) 'festivity' but <dugun> (p. 89), could be interpreted as the outcome of an indecision between transliterating the written form in Arabic script and transcribing the actual pronunciation. It might also be an indicator of variations in pronunciations. 2. In words with back vowels <gh>, e.g. <aghadge> 'tree', <oghoul> 'son', <ïaghmour> 'rain'.
Standardized forms:
a. The word for "not" is always transcribed <deïul> = /deyül/ and not *<degul>, despite the fact that it is written in Arabic letters. b. The forms of the DIK-participle with following possessive suffix with verbs containing front vowels are regularly written in Arabic with the letter < >, those containing back vowels with the letter < >. On this Holdermann always writes <gh> for < >, e.g. <sewdighini>, <itdighin>, <guitdighin>.
7 This is reflected in Holdermann's transcription by his using <ï> in the front versions, which could be interpreted as a glide pronunciation and, <gh> in back versions, i.e. a velar fricative The form of the Turkish infinitive with the dative suffix, however, has a back and a front version in Arabic script, employing < > for the front and < > for the back variant, see Table 4 . With velar to glottal fricatives the Arabic script has three letters all used in Ottoman in writing. Only the glottal fricative /h/ is a phoneme in modern Turkish, at least in standard pronunciation. Holdermann basically distinguishes only two kinds of hphonemes in his transcription: a glottal one and a velar or uvular one. The difference in pronunciation between < > and < > is explained as follows: " ha, se prononce, comme s'il y auoit deux hh, au contraire he, se prononce, comme l'h, françois" (p. 4). The letter < > from the Arabic script he transcribes with <qh>. He states that this sound is pronounced in the throat like < >, < >, < > and < > (p. 3). When one considers outstanding morphophonological features in Holdermann's materials, the following points come to the fore:
The suffix of the present tense form in -Vyör. In his grammar, Holdermann introduces the suffix of the present tense as -yür, i.e. the same form as in Meninski. (1985: 118-121) , the present tense in -yür developed in the 15th century in the spoken language from an older form in yürür. The form in -yör goes back to an older stage in -yörür, both forms not being very well documented. In contrast to his explanations in the grammatical part of the work, Holdermann uses the form in -Vyör exclusively in his dialogues, e.g. (p. 151) isïtmasï daxi tutayörmi? 'Does he also have fever attacks?' The first source for the short form in -yör indeed (1985: 147-150 ) the form in -yör was first a feature of western and central Anatolia, from which it spread to the north reaching Istanbul around 1600.
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Another important morphophonological feature is the vowel harmonic stage of the suffixes. Consonants in non-first syllables or, to be more precise, in suffixes are of interest in connection with these texts in non-Arabic script, because we wish to find evidence for the development of the vowel harmony in the Ottoman language. Johanson's article on the development of the west-Oghuzic labial harmony is of particular importance for this issue (Johanson 1979) .
It is worth noting that Holdermann does not mention any kind of vowel harmony in his grammatical discussion. He gives most of the suffixes in a standardized form. Thus, the plural suffix is given as ler and his examples consequently always beare a suffix with the front vowel like babaler 'fathers' (p. 9), korkuler 'fears' (p. 10), etc. This might be a result of Meninski's inconsistent treatment of the harmony, together with Holdermann's explicit wish to shorten things and make them easier to comprehend. In the texts the picture is different, as vowel harmony in suffixes with a low vowel is observed in most cases, albeit with some remarkable exceptions like 13 instances of 'masters' vs. three of or the copula for the 3. person plural with front rounded vowel, which is consistently written dürlar <durlar>.
Suffixes that contain high vowels and thus are relevant for our investigation of the stage of development of labial harmony exhibit the following varieties in Holdermann's work: 10 1. Suffixes that go back to an unrounded high vowel like the perfect in -miš, nomina actoris in +ci, the accusative case marker, the possessive of the 3. singular and the 3. singular of the di-past.
a. The suffix vowel of -miš is not written in the Arabic script. It is regularly transcribed with a front unrounded vowel: bitürmiš 's/he finished' (p. 147), olmiš 'it happened' (p. 152), urulmiš 's/he was shot' (p. 179).
There is only one exception from this regular writing, the word 'was born' (p. 145), which exhibits labial and front/back harmony. In this case the vowel is also not written in the Arabic script.
b. The accusative case suffix as well as the denominal suffix +ci are without exception written with an unrounded vowel <i>. This can be understood as indicating that these suffixes did not undergo labial harmonic adaptation at that historical stage of the language. The generally inconsistent writing of /ï/ in non-first syllables throughout the book, however, does not allow us to conclude with absolute certainty that these suffixes also did not change according to the back-front harmony. We also cannot exclude the possibility that Holdermann did not transcribe what he knew to be the pronunciation of a form but rather transliterated from the Ottoman orthography of these suffixes, which is fixed.
c. The possessive suffix of the third singular is explained in the grammatical section (p. 18) to be -i after consonants and -si after vowels. Examples given by Holdermann are as follows: anün kitabi 'son livre', anün babasi 'son pere (sic)', anlarun babasi 'leur pere', anlarün babaleri 'leurs peres'. These examples give the impression that the suffix is invariant and thus does not undergo harmonic adaptation. In the glossary, the section on idioms and sayings, and the dialogues, we see a different picture. Here, we find back and front variants, albeit not organized in a consistent way. Words ending in a front syllable take a front-vocalic non-rounded variety with one notable example, Arnavud köyüne ( ), which has a rounded suffix vowel in the transcription (p. 174). Words ending in a back syllable have either a back or a front suffix vowel. Vowels are assigned in a completely unsystematic, unpredictable way, with the same word sometimes appearing with both suffix varieties, e.g. oti (p. 91) and otï (p. 89). In Ottoman orthography the vowel of the possessive suffix of the 3rd person is invariably written with plene vowel < >. The only way to interpret the vowel in terms of back and front harmony is via the backness or frontness of the preceding consonant. This is also reflected in Holdermann's transcription. After stems ending in /K/, where the Ottoman script uses < >, the letter for a voiced velar fricative, most cases also have a notation with a back vowel, e.g.
[ a. In the grammar section the suffix for the 3rd person optative is again invariably given as -sün. In most cases it appears in this form in the dialogues as well, even if a non-rounded vowel precedes it, e.g. virsün 's/he shall give' (p. 128), gelsün 's/he shall come' (p.148). After back-vocalic stems the suffix exhibits backness and frontness harmony in Holdermann's transcription, e.g. olsun 'may it be ' (p. 192) as opposed to götürsünler 'they shall bring (it) away' (p. 165). According to Ottoman orthography, the suffix is always written with a labial vowel < >, a fact that could have had a certain influence on Holdermann's transcription. However, in some rare cases we find non-rounded suffix vowels after non-rounded stem vowels, despite the fact that the counterpart in Arabic script has a rounded suffix vowel, e.g < > 'she shall come' (p. 161). b. The suffix for the causative is given as -dür in the grammatical section; i.e. it always has a labial vowel and does not change according to frontness or backness of the preceding syllable. The suffix is written without a vowel in Arabic script: < >.
3. Suffixes whose vowels go back to a rounded vowel (Johanson 1979: 69, category 3a) like 1st and 2nd sg. past tense, the converbial suffix in -(y)Vp, genitive suffix, and denominal adjectivizer in +lI.
The vowels of the suffixes for 1st and 2nd sg. past tense are not written in Arabic script. In Holdermann's transcription system, the 1st and 2nd sg. persons of the past tense have /ü/ in most cases, i.e. a labial vowel that also does not change according to frontness/backness harmony, e.g. ališamadüm 'I could not get accustomed' (p. 131), sevdüm 'I loved' (p. 129). However, a few instances of labial-harmonic forms do appear, e.g. keyfi atdim 'I enjoyed myself ' (p. 130) , išitdüm ki sen gitdin 'I heard that you went away' (p. 65), i tin 'you drank ' (p. 193) .
4. The nominal suffix in +lIk (<*l o Q) belongs to the group of suffixes whose vowel goes back to a non-labial vowel (Johanson 1979: 69, category 3b) . Holdermann lists its variants in the grammatical section as lik (Arabic script < >) and (Arabic script < >) (pp. 12-13). The Arabic letters thus unambiguously mark the vowel, or rather the syllable as a whole, with regard to frontness and backness. Un/roundness however, is not reflected in the script. An example with rounded vowel in the stem -'friendship' (p. 13) -given in the grammatical part points to unrounded suffix vowels. In the glossary as well as in the dialogues, however, we find examples of rounded as well as unrounded suffix vowels after stems with labial vowels, e.g kušluk 'forenoon' (p. 72) but midé bozükli 'stomach upset' (p. 101).
The reasons for the frequent occurrence of the front /i/ in the second syllable or suffixes after velar stems in all likelihood derives from the fact that the author's mother tongue did not have an equivalent for this phoneme, and thus no separate letter was made for it or the typesetters had no linguistic knowledge about this sound. It can therefore not straightforwardly be connected with the stage of the vowel harmonic development in the Ottoman variety of the time.
In conclusion, we can say that the idioms and dialogues, as well as the glossary of Holdermann's work provide us with some insight into the spoken vernacular of the Ottoman language at the beginning of the 18 th century. As an example see the rendition of one of the dialogues in the appendix. However, for a thorough investigation into the development of the morphophonology of the Ottoman language, the material presented in Latin script in this work does not yield any straightforward insight as it has various problems, which stem from such factors as Holdermann's mother tongue and the orthography of French at the time, issues with his linguistic competence in Ottoman, the typesetters' meticulousness, the influence of the Ottoman orthographic conventions in Arabic script on the writing of vowels and consonants in connection with backness and frontness harmony.
All these points need to be taken into account before drawing any conclusions on the nature of the suffix vowels of Ottoman Turkish and their stage of development during the period in question. Nevertheless, taking the above mentioned points into account, the materials in Holdermann's work can be used for comparative investigations in connection with the materials presented by other so-called Transkriptionstexte. Come with me for now to the place I am invited to.
Andan son-ra ewé deun
Then go back home, her cheï ïerlu ïerindgé ko, odalari temizle belkim dostun birisi guile. put everything in its place, clean the rooms, maybe a friend comes by.
Bache ustuné soultanum.
Of course, master.
